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Concept
High Concept
Beached: Escape From Bunny Island (BEFBI) provides a lighthearted atmosphere and
a simplistic, imaginative environment for the player to explore and enjoy. With the
use of a simplified platforming control scheme, players are able to explore, complete
objectives, and defeat various opponents. BEFBI creates an environment that offers
its players the opportunity to easily play-through and discover its unique set of
challenges.

Figure 1: High Concept Image

Razor Statement
Sheldon jumps, slides, and dodges as he explores the beach themed, pleasantly
atmospheric, and imaginative world of Bunny Island, while trying to find a way to
escape.
Target Audience
Beached: Escape From Bunny Island primarily targets a younger audience between
the ages of six and thirteen. For this reason, written text is kept to a minimum.
However, a smaller group of an older audience between the ages of 13-40 that have
experience playing platforming games will be interested in BEFBI as well. Optional
more difficult challenges are provided for this group. Both males and females are
included in BEFBI's target audience.
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Message Map
Beached: Escape from Bunny Island
3D Platformer
Exploration

3D Platformer
 Platforms
 Running
 Jumping
 Double Jump
 Sliding
 Ground Pound
 Bouncing
 Wall jumping

Exploration
 Sand Castle
 Beach
 Carnival
 Lighthouse
 Whale





Story
Likeable
Character
Humorous plot
Climactic
ending

Game Description
Game Goals
Beached: Escape from Bunny Island provides simple controls for movement, running,
and jumping. The gameplay consists of exploration, adventure, exciting moments,
and numerous goals to complete that provide a high level of replayability.
Game Features
Beached: Escape from Bunny Island takes place in open, 3D environments. Swift
movement mechanics allow for engaging platforming in challenging and explorable
levels. The vibrant tropical environment of BEFBI accents its silly and lighthearted
story. As such, the gameplay is very forgiving. The game provides the player with
feelings of both fun and relaxation through its gameplay, graphics, and audio
experiences.
Story Synopsis
A young turtle, named Sheldon, has become stranded on an island of bunnies. These
bunnies are not very fond of Sheldon. He wants to go home, but can’t escape by
swimming through the ocean due to his size, as well as large sharks surrounding the
island. He has to collect orbs of light from around the island and eventually bring
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them to the lighthouse. Once there he can activate the light to signal for help, at
which point his dad, a much larger turtle, and shows up to save him.
Gameplay Minute
A path of coins can be spotted on a higher ground, but there is no visible route in
sight. You attempt to double jump but fall short of the cliffs edge. You run around
the corner and spot some tree lined up on the wall, with a coin above each tree.
Bouncing from tree to tree, collecting coins with each bounce, you are now able to
reach the higher ground that was too high to be reached previously with just a
double jump. You follow the trail of coins in front of you only to spot a bunny
patrolling the area. As the bunny turns around it spots you and proceeds to chase
you. You decide to try to run for it, but the bunny is not far behind. While sprinting
you circle around to face the bunny and running full speed you slide into him,
causing it to evaporate into a pink mist. Because this was the 5th bunny that you
have killed a matinee begins to play showing a super bright orb of light spawning in
front of you. With a simple jump you collide with the orb of light to collect it.

Story
Backstory
BEFBI takes place in a world populated with intelligent animals. Turtles and bunnies
are smarter and act more human-like than crabs and seagulls. One day while
swimming in the ocean with his family Sheldon the turtle is swept out to sea and
lands on an unfamiliar island. Sheldon soon discovers the island to be inhabited and
ruled by bunnies. These bunnies are not very nice. Some would say grumpy in fact.
They’ve set up a fun home for themselves but don’t seem ready to share it. Sheldon
must overcome the island’s obstacles and find a way home.
Story
Sheldon, a young turtle, was living a happy life on Turtle Island. One day while
playing in the ocean, a huge wave came roaring in taking Sheldon with it. The tidal
wave emanated from a freak storm approaching the island. In an attempt to survive,
Sheldon latches onto the back of a whale known to travel the seas.
Sheldon awakens stranded on Bunny Island. He finds a Sand Castle on the island
that is conspicuously uninhabited. He decides this is the best place for a temporary
shelter. The Sand Castle is at the center of the island, so it would be easy for him to
get anywhere on the island quickly.
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Sheldon knows he must find a way off the island. The lighthouse on the far side of
the island could signal for help. Sadly, Sheldon discovers the light source is missing.
While exploring the island, he notices a strange glowing orb. Sheldon grabs the orb
and looks toward the lighthouse. The light within grows brighter. Sheldon realizes if
he can find more orbs he can bring them to the lighthouse and signal for help.
He decides that the two best places to look for Orbs of Light are the beach and the
carnival. He had noticed that the bunnies had been harboring the Orbs of Light and
those were the most bunny populated areas on the Island. The beach has several
obstacles Sheldon must overcome including: rocks, chairs, trees, parasols, and the
local animals. The carnival is a magical place that rests upon on a pier. It has a Ferris
wheel, a chocolate mountain, slides, a speedboat, docks, tents and even games.
Once Sheldon has collected enough Orbs of Lights it is time for him to brave the
lighthouse. As Sheldon arrives he finds a gang of bunnies waiting for him, staging
their last stand against Sheldon. In the bunnies’ narcissistic and paranoid mindset
they believe that if Sheldon were to activate the lighthouse with his Orbs of Light,
the rest of Sheldon's family will come to rescue him which could mean doom for
Bunny Island if the turtles decided to stay. After a tough tussle Sheldon is victorious
and makes his way to the lighthouse. The bunnies had a plan B, they locked the door.
Sheldon notices that there are a lot of clouds surrounding the lighthouse. If he is
quick enough he can use the clouds to race to the top, using all the skills he has
learned thus far. Once he reaches the top he is able to turn on the lighthouse and call
in his turtle friends to rescue him.
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Character Stories
● Sheldon: (protagonist)

Figure 2: Sheldon

Sheldon is a friendly turtle that is separated from his family after a storm carried
him to a new island. Amongst his family and friends, Sheldon has a reputation of a
troublemaker. When given the chance Sheldon would run aloof with his pals so that
he could play on land or deep in the water. One day while Sheldon was playing a
massive storm came in and knocked him into the raging sea. When Sheldon awoke
on Bunny Island his demeanor changed. While he had been a troublemaker and
playful turtle in the deep ocean with his family, on Bunny Island he knew that he had
to do everything he could in order to survive. After one encounter with one of the
ferocious bunnies of Bunny Island, Sheldon was forced to put all of his skills to the
test in order to survive. In the wild he was known to be quite the hopper, slider, and
wall jumper. Now on Bunny Island it would be those skills that kept him alive.
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● Whale

Figure 3: Whale

Turtles know whales are peaceful and helpful. This whale was Sheldon’s savior as he
rode it through the storm, eventually ending up on Bunny Island. On Bunny Island
the whale is so exhausted from the ordeal he is unable to slide off of the shoreline.
● Crab

Figure 4: Crabs

The crabs are the one species on Bunny Island that don’t respect the bunny’s
authority. With their strong shells and even stronger stubborn attitude, the crabs
do as they please on the island. They usually leave other species on the island alone
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but whenever one of them gets in their way, the crabs react quickly by taking a nip
at the unwelcome intruder. When Sheldon arrives on the island he is curious of the
crabs. With his excellent jumping skills he is able to make quick work of the crabs,
but they are far too stubborn to take notice.
● Seagulls

Figure 5: Seagull

The seagulls on Bunny Island live under the bunnies’ strict dictatorship. They obey
every command given by the bunnies. However, the seagulls rarely perform extreme
acts for the bunnies unless persuaded to do so and the one thing the bunnies have in
abundance to offer the seagulls is jellyfish. Seagulls love jellyfish. When Sheldon
arrives on their island, the bunnies pay the seagulls to do their dirty work for them.
The bunnies offer up one hundred jellyfish to the seagull that can best Sheldon. Now
all of the seagulls on Bunny Island have come together so that they can hunt down
Sheldon.
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● Bunnies

Figure 6: Bunny

The bunnies own the island and everything on it. The crabs and seagulls on the
island fear the bunnies. The bunnies are oppressive rulers of the island and do as
they please. The bunnies and other native island creatures have lived there in
isolation for many years. Whenever an unwanted guest appears on the Island, the
bunnies quickly take care of them. They often pay other species on the island to do
their bidding. When Sheldon arrives on Bunny Island, the bunnies are terrified. They
know they must deal with him immediately. If Sheldon were to contact his family
members it could mean the end for Bunny Island. Now the bunnies are in the
ultimate stand off against Sheldon. They fight with all of their power and influence
to stop Sheldon from escaping Bunny Island and reaching his family. Sometimes
they are found shooting Frisbees at other animals.

Gameplay
Overview
In this game, the player must complete objectives to find and obtain Orbs of Light.
Collecting six of them will allow the player to activate the lighthouse and complete
the game. The player completes objectives through platforming gameplay including
jumping, sliding, and other mechanics described below. Enemies provide combat
opportunities in between platforming sections. Some objectives will require combat,
others will allow for the player to skip past these encounters if desired (and
capable). Collection will be a main theme, not just limited to Orbs of Light. Players
will also collect jelly coins in game levels, which can ultimately lead to an Orb of
Light reward. The player starts the game in a hub area. They return to this area after
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completing objectives, and the area serves as an interactive menu for selecting
levels. The hub also has some hidden areas of its own.
After entering a level, the player will view a screen that shows the possible
objectives and Orbs of Light to attain in that level. The first time entering a level,
only the first objective is displayed for you, the others are labeled with question
marks. You can still complete these objectives while in the area, but you will not be
informed beforehand of what they are. Anytime you complete an objective, a new
objective is revealed on this screen in place of the question marks. Objectives in an
area could be defeating a certain number of enemies, getting to a certain spot in a
limited time, or simply finding a hidden Orb of Light.
Player Objectives
Level/Stage/Area/Game type
Sand Castle (Hub World)
Beach (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Beach (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Beach (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Beach (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Beach (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Carnival (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Carnival (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Carnival (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Carnival (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Carnival (Exploration Level) (Orb
Collection)
Lighthouse (Boss Level)

Primary Objectives
Enter other areas, learn mechanics
Collect 100 Jelly Coins
Kill 5 Bunnies
Get to the top of the cliff
Kick 3 beach balls into the goal
Get launched out of the whales'
blowhole
Collect 100 Jelly Coins
Kill 5 seagulls at the side pier
Reach the top of the Choco-Mountain
Beat the high scores of the mini-games
(Whack-a-mole, Test your strength)
Navigate the lower pier maze
successfully
Activate lighthouse to complete the
game
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Gameplay Mechanics
1. Walk/Run: By default Sheldon will walk, while holding a button they can
run. Running increases the player’s speed, and slightly increases jump height.
2. Jump: Jump helps players avoid enemies, and traverse landscapes. Jump
gives Sheldon the ability to jump up several times the player character's own
height.
3. Double Jump: While landing a jump, jumping again within a quarter second
performs a double jump. A double jump acts the same as a regular jump,
except it is one and a half times higher than a regular jump. After landing a
double jump, the player cannot perform a double jump again until landing a
regular jump once more.
4. Wall Jump: When Sheldon jumps while touching a wall, the player has the
chance to press the jump button again while touching that wall. Sheldon
gains height while moving away from the wall. Properly timed jumps chain
together infinitely, provided the appropriate skill and environment.
5. Swim: Sheldon can swim on the surface of the water. Large sharks surround
the island and attack him if he goes too far out, another obstacle preventing
Sheldon from swimming back home.
6. Slide: While running, Sheldon gains access to the slide ability. While sliding,
Sheldon gains a quick speed boost that quickly decreases, eventually coming
to a stop. A cool down prevents Sheldon from sliding consecutively. The slide
also behaves as an attack that knocks over enemies.
7. Ground Slam: When in the air, the player can press a button that quickly
slams Sheldon down onto the ground. This allows special interactions with
environment pieces, such as buttons. The ground slam also behaves as an
attack that slams enemies from above.
8. Health: Sheldon has four health points. Any time Sheldon touches an enemy
without attacking or landing on its head, he loses one health point. Sheldon's
hard prevents any falling damage, allowing a drop from any height. Losing all
health fails the level. Collecting jelly coins restores different amounts of
health based on the type of jelly coins (Purple = one health, Blue = full
health).
9. Collection: Collecting is a core mechanic of the game. Collecting all of the
Orbs of Light. The player’s secondary collection goal involves the jelly coins.
In addition to restoring health, each level grants an Orb of Light for collecting
100 Jelly coins in one play through.
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Gameplay Summary
Walking can be used when exploring a new area, or carefully moving across an
elevated thin area. Running can be used when the player knows where they want to
go, or wants to escape an encounter with an enemy. Running can also be chained
into jumps and slides.
Combat moves include jumping on an enemy and sliding into it. If an enemy attacks
you, you will be stunned for two seconds.
Jumping towards a wall and pressing the jump button as you hit it accomplish wall
jumping. You can then press the jump button again if the first jump propels you
towards another wall. You can chain many jumps together to reach higher areas, as
long as the environment allows for it.
Swimming can be used to get back to where you were if you fall into the water. This
can be used to serve as a less punishing consequence to missing jumps.
Ground slam will mainly be used to interact with the environment. You can use it to
defeat enemies. It can also be used to obtain more height on a bouncy object.
Health will have to be monitored by the player, losing all 4 sections of your turtle
shell means restarting the level. As jelly coins restore health, the player may decide
to combat enemies before collecting them in an area.
Metrics
Player Walk Speed

2.25 m/s

Player Run Speed

3.75 m/s

Player Jump Height

1.25 m

Player Double Jump Height

1.875 m

Player Bounce Height

2.5 m

Player Ground Slam Bounce Height

3.75 m

Player Slide Initial Speed

4.5 m/s

Player Slide Acceleration

-0.25 m/s2

Player Health Maximum

4 Health Units
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Crab Health

1 Health Unit

Seagull Health

1 Health Unit

Bunny Health

1 Health Unit

Crab Damage

1 Health Unit

Seagull Damage

1 Health Unit

Bunny Damage

1Health Units

Crab Movement

2.25 m/s

Seagull Movement

3 m/s

Bunny Movement

2.75 m/s

Bunny Run Away Speed

3.25 m/s

Player Jump Attack Damage

1 Health Unit

Player Ground Slam Damage

1 Health Unit

Player Slide Damage

1 Health Unit

Jelly Coin (Purple)

1 coin, 1 Health Unit

Jelly Coin (Blue)

5 coins, 4 Health Units

Orb of Light

1 Orb of Light

Beach Bunnies
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Controls

Figure 7: Controls:

Slide can only be used while running. The slide button must then be held down,
letting go will end the slide. Jumping also exits the slide. Ground slam can only be
triggered while in the air.
Software Level Systems
 The HUD system conveys health and jelly coins collected during gameplay.
When the pause button is pressed in the Beach or Carnival level additional
HUD elements will appear on the screen representing the Orbs of Light
associated with its respective level. Orbs that have been collected will be
represented with a white circle whereas the Orbs of Light that have not been
collected will be represented with a gray circle is shown to the player. Ones
they have not yet collected are also shown to the player as grayed out
versions of their collected counterparts.
 The Camera System keeps a distance from Sheldon using Unreal's spring arm
component of 3 meters. This distance can be decreased to as close as 1 meter
from Sheldon when the camera collides with surfaces that could potentially
block the camera such as characters and meshes. It can be rotated around
Sheldon with the right stick. The camera will constantly adjust to follow
behind Sheldon if the player does not intervene.
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Tracking the number of Orbs will allow for the unlocking of the final area.
There will be 5 Orbs of Light to be collected in each level and 6 will be
needed to unlock the final area.
A screen will show up when selecting a level that tracks what objectives you
have completed on that level. Saving will be automatic whenever you collect
an Orb of Light. Players will be made aware by a small text notification. You
will be able to clear save data with a button press on the main menu,
indicated on screen. Loading will happen automatically as there will be only
one save game file.

Object Systems
1. Collectables
a. Orbs of Light - The most important collectable, all Orbs of Light need
to be found in order to beat the game. Beating levels and challenges
reward an orb of light.
b. Jelly Coin - The most common collectable, these are spread
throughout the levels. They will replenish health if you need it. Collect
100 in a level and you will receive an Orb of Light.
2. Platforms
a. Stationary Platforms
b. Moving Platforms
c. Bouncy Platforms (two to three times jump height)
3. Enemies
a. Crabs
i. Travels between waypoints, doesn’t notice player.
ii. If the player comes within direct contact of the crab, the crab
will attack the player.
b. Seagulls
i. Walks between waypoints.
ii. When the player is spotted, the seagull chases after the player
in an attempt to attack it.
iii. When it attacks the player it waits for two seconds before
attacking again.
4. Bunnies
i. Walks between waypoints.
ii. When the player is spotted, the bunny chases after the player
in an attempt to attack it.
iii. When player is hit, the bunny runs away in the opposite
direction for five seconds, laugh maniacally, and then returns
to it waypoints.
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Interface
Menu Screens

Menu/Screen Flow
The title screen is the first thing that the player will see when starting up the game.
From there, players are shown the initial cut scene for a first time play through, or
go to the hub world if they are continuing a game. The hub world is an in game area
that allows the player to choose a level destination by entering that level's entrance.
The player can choose between the beach and carnival levels initially, and the
lighthouse level once the necessary orbs are collected. Upon entering, the area info
for that level appears, and then they enter that playable area. From there they can
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return to the hub world at any time. After completing the final lighthouse level the
player is shown the final cut scene and credits.

Figure 8: Main Menu Screen

Title Screen
The title screen will be the first interaction point for players after starting the game.
It shows the logo, with the sand castle in the background. There is a prompt for
players to “PRESS A TO START”, as well as a smaller one instructing how to delete
saved data, after a confirmation box. After pressing A, the player will either enter
the hub area if they have played before, or be introduced to the game with a cut
scene if they haven’t.
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Figure 9: Level Start Screen

Level Start Menu
This screen displays when entering a gameplay area. It has a blurred background of
the current level. It shows how many Orbs of Light you have collected in the area,
and how many there are to find. Collected orbs are represented by a white circle
while orbs that are not collect are represented by a gray circle. It will also display
how to obtain them, if you meet the requirements to gain that information (outlined
in Gameplay>Overview). When the player is ready to start, they press the A button
and begin playing in the area. Static screenshots are shown during load times.
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HUD

Figure 10: HUD

1. Jelly Coin icon followed by the number of Jelly Coins the player has collected
in the level
2. Health bar depicted as a turtle shell, which is broken into 4 pieces to
represent the 4 health points for the player. Green represents the health
points the player has whereas red represent the health points the player has
lost.

Figure 11: Pause menu
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Pause Menu
The Pause Menu provides options for resuming gameplay, returning to the hub
world, and quitting the game. The currently selected item is highlighted in a distinct
color from the other options. The area's orbs of light are displayed on the left side as
a reminder of what you have collected and what is still awaiting completion. The
white circles represent the Orbs of Light that the player has collected whereas the
gray circles represent the Orbs of Light that the player has not collected.

Environment
World Overview
The game has a hub world that serves as an interactive main menu. This area is not
as large as the main gameplay areas but large enough to hide a few secrets and
allow for a little exploration. This allows for a no pressure situation for players to
practice the game controls and mechanics. From here players can enter the main
gameplay areas. They can enter any area that is unlocked at any time; there is no
enforced progression for areas, only objectives in those areas.
The first gameplay area is the beach. This level takes place on the shoreline, with
cliffs, palm trees, parasols, and other items you would expect at a beach. The main
set piece of this level is a beached whale. You will be able to enter this large whale’s
mouth and explore its belly. When the player goes near its blowhole the player will
be shot out of its blowhole.
The second area is the Carnival. The Carnival is made primarily of wood. In the
Carnival level is a small carnival with a Ferris wheel, booths, and other carnival
games and rides. A boat will circle through this level and provide moving
platforming. The Ferris wheel is the set piece of the level.
The final area is the lighthouse, which is not a full open area. Instead it serves as a
location for the climax of the game and story. Once you reach the top, the final cut
scene will play.
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Figure 12 Map Icons
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Sand Castle (Hub World) Breakdown

Figure 13: Sand Castle
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Sand Castle: Platforming/Explorable Sections
1. First Time Play through Player Start
2. Intro Jump Section
a. Jump a block to learn how to jump
3. Intro Double Jump Section
a. Jump a taller block to learn how to double jump
4. Intro Sprint through the hallway
a. Area to test sprinting
5. Intro Slide under or jump over logs
a. Use the logs to practice jumping and/or sliding
6. Intro Ground pound through the ground
a. Smash through the ground to get to a lower level
7. Intro Wall Jump
a. Jump between the walls to get to the main hall
8. Main Hall
a. After you get here for the first time, the player will always spawn
here.
9. Beach Entrance
a. The player has to double jump to reach the bunny hole
10. Carnival Entrance
a. The player has to wall jump to reach the bunny hole
11. Hallways
a. Filled with paintings of ancient rulers of this land
12. Stairwell
a. Leads up to the Lighthouse entrance
13. Lighthouse Entrance
a. Once the player has collected 6 orbs they can go to the Lighthouse

Sand Castle: Player Walkthrough
When the player first starts the game they will be spawned in the beginning of a
long hall way which is meant to serve as a tutorial area. Controls will be displayed
via floating images in order to help the player navigate the hallway. The player will
first learn to jump, followed by a double jump to jump up to a higher ground. On this
higher ground the player will then learn to sprint, followed by sliding to navigate
under some rocks that block the player's path. The player will reach a dead end
where they will learn to ground pound through the floor, which will lead them to a
lower area of the hallway. Finally the player will learn how to wall jump in order to
get back up to the higher ground, which will lead them to the main room of the sand
castle.
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This room is the main area of the castle. A corridor to the east leads to another
room. The player walks into the room and notices a bunny hole on a high ledge, as
well as carnival themed objects. This bunny hole leads to the carnival level. The
bunny hole can only be reached by wall jumping up to the ledge.
From the main room a corridor to the west leads to another room. The player enters
the room and notices a bunny hole on a high ledge, as well as beach themed objects.
The player need to double jump to reach the high ledge. This bunny hole leads to the
beach level.
Another corridor is north of the main room. The player jumps up the stairwell until
they reach the top room. Inside is another rabbit hole that leads to the lighthouse
level.
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The Beach Level Breakdown

Figure 14: Beach Collectibles Map
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Figure 15: Beach Enemy Location Map
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The Beach: Platforming/Explorable Sections
1. Player Start
a. This is where the player starts when The Beach is
selected from the Main Hub.
2. Protruding Rocks
a. Rocks stick out of the sand for the player to jump on and
collect jelly coins. If the player falls off, they can easily jump back on
and continue along the rocks.
3. The Canyon
a. The player can enter either side of the canyon. From
here they can slide underneath logs, jump over obstacles, and double
jump to reach the trees and make it up to the upper cliff. Jelly coins
are also spread about in the canyon for the player to collect.
4. The Beach
a. There are chairs, parasols, and palm trees for the player
to jump on and collect jelly coins. Bunnies also roam the beach for the
player to deal with. A tiki-hut also sits on the beach for the player to
jump on and collect jelly coins and also reach the upper cliff. Crates
also bob in the water near the beach line for the player to jump on to
collect jelly coins.
5. Palm Trees to Cliff
a. The player can jump on palm trees on the beach to
collect jelly coins as well as reach the upper cliff.
6. Beached Whale
a. The player can enter the whale’s mouth. The platforms
inside the whale’s mouth and stomach area eventually lead to the
brain, which the player needs to ground pound to unblock the
blowhole and be shot out and collect the orb of light.
7. Bridge/Wall planks
a. The player can walk through the narrow path to the
Island, jump on the palm trees to reach the wall planks, or run around
to the sandy ramp and reach the top of the cliff and go across the
broken bridge. Crates hide jelly coins for the player to find on the cliff
as well as the bridge.
8. The Island/Sandy ramp/Valley
a. This secluded area is where the player is sent after
getting shot out of the whale. The player can jump into the valley and
platform by walljumping on palm trees on each side of the valley
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walls. The player must also dodge the Frisbee launcher placed on top
of the valley wall while collecting jelly coins.
9. Hidden Rock Cave (Bunny Crate Storage)
a. There is a hidden cave made of fallen rocks that
contains crates of jelly coins. The player is rewarded greatly for
exploring this area.
10. Bunny Ears Wall Jump
a. The player can wall-jump two times in between the two
bunny ears to reach the top of Bunny Cliffs.
11. Nose-Shaped Rock / Palm Tree Eyes
a. The player can double jump to reach the Nose-Shaped
Rock and also jump to the Palm Tree Eyes to collect jelly coins.
12. Fallen Log
a. The top of the log has jelly coins to collect. The player
has to be careful crossing the log or they will fall into the Canyon
below. If the player falls, they can make their way back up to the
upper cliff by jumping on the palm trees.
13. Side beach area
a. The player is led over to this area by jelly coins. This
area features a soccer goal which the player can kick beach balls in to
receive an orb of light. This area also includes enemies such as
bunnies and Frisbee launchers.
14. Giant Cliff Path
a. The player has to carefully follow the narrow path of
jelly coins to the top of the cliff. There are bunnies waiting for the
player when they arrive there. From here the player must navigate the
Cliff Face.
15. Cliff Face
a. When the player reaches the top of the cliff, they must
then jump on the palm trees up the cliff face. When they reach the top,
they receive an Orb of Light for completing the level.
The Beach: Player Walkthrough
The player starts from the green circle. From there the player can jump on the
protruding sand pillars to collect jelly coins that will be placed there. There is a
ravine filled with rocks and spikes under a log where the player can dash slide
through the middle precisely and collect jelly coins (being careful to not get hit by
the spikes). If the player chooses to go to the beach, there are palm trees and
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parasols the player can jump on to collect jelly coins. There are enemies to fight and
dodge here (bunnies and crabs). A couple of platforms on the wall the player can
reach if they jump from the parasols. This path on the beach eventually reaches the
main attraction of the level, the beached whale. If the player chooses to go through
the ravine, the main attraction of the level is the beached whale, is placed under a
cliff on the shore. Optionally, the player can also head to the left, and jump on
parasols to collect jelly coins, as well as fight enemies (bunnies and crabs). The
player can go into his mouth and jump around. Reaching the blowhole will expel the
player to the cliff above.
From here the player can choose to walk over the narrow path to the island or back
towards the Bunny Cliffs. The player can jump up the rocks on the cliff to reach the
top of the cliff, or head into the cave. Another way the player can get up the Bunny
Cliffs is to wall jump between the ears. The cave features some platforms the player
can jump on where the player can collect jelly coins. The top of the Bunny Cliffs
features a “nose-shaped” rock that the player can double jump onto and collect a
jelly coins (this also serves as a vantage point over the rest of the level, and the
player can also see the lighthouse and Ferris wheel from here in the distance). The
player can then jump down and either jumps on the fallen log to collect jelly coins
(the top of the log is blocked, the player will have to go back) or dash through the
inside of the log, which allows the player to go to the next area.
The Beach: Orb of Light Objectives
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Collect 100 Jelly Coins
Kill 5 bunnies
Get to the top of the cliff
Kick 3 beach balls into the goal
Get launched out of the whale's blowhole
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Carnival Level Breakdown

Figure 16: Carnival Enemy Locations Map
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Figure 17: Collectibles Map
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Figure 18 Carnival Maze Map
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Carnival: Platforming/Explorable Sections
1. Player Spawn (Start)
a. When the player selects the carnival this is where the player will
begin
2. Mini Games
a. Test your Strength mini game, which is one of two mini
games that needs to be completed for an Orb of Light
b. Mound Pound mini game, which is the other mini game
that needs to be completed for an Orb of Light
3. Choco-Mountain
a. Get to the top of the cliff and jump into the hole to
receive an Orb of Light
4. Ferris Wheel
a. The player is able to jump on/in the carriages and jelly coins will be
found along the Ferris wheel path, riding the
5. The Seagull Pier
a. A smaller pier that the enemy seagulls have claimed. Destroying 5
seagulls will result in an Orb of Light
6. Boat
a. The boat serves as a way to access the hidden pier below the main
pier.
7. Hidden Pier
a. This is where the orb of light will be found, to get to it, the player will
have to navigate the maze in order to receive an Orb of Light
Carnival: Player Walkthrough
The player begins at the entrance, of the carnival where they will be welcomed with
bright flashing lights emitting from the ticket booths and carnival sign. As the player
proceeds into the carnival they will notice a large chocolate mountain to their left
and a lower dock to their right.
On Choco mountain exists a path to reach the top. Following this path, using a series
of jumps and double jumps, the player will reach the top, jump into the hole, and
receive an orb of light.
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The lower dock is where many of the bunny's boat are tied up, as well as some angry
seagulls. Defeating these seagulls will award the player an Orb of light.
Back up on the main pier towards the back the player will find many carnival rides,
including a Ferris wheel, a teacup ride, a spinning carrot ride, and a candy bounce
house. Coins can be found surrounding these rides.
At the very back of the pier a trail of coins can be found leading to a boat found
underneath. The boat can help the player enter one of three entrances to the maze,
with other two entrances being to the left and right of the boat. By navigating
through the maze the player will be able to obtain an orb of light.
Two mini games can be found scattered across the pier. Next to Choco-Mountain the
Test your Strength mini game can be found by ground pounding from a certain
height and landing on the button the player will be able to achieve the high score
and beat the mini game. The player might need to use their surroundings in order to
help them achieve this high score. The other mini game can be found on the
backside of the pier in a red tent. Entering this red tent will allow the player to play
the Mound Pound game, a whack a mole game. By sliding into the start button the
player will start the game. With two minutes on the clock, the player will have to
ground pound as many moles as they can. At the end of the two minutes if the player
has achieved a high score they will win. Once both mini games have been beaten an
orb of light will spawn in a blue tent located in the middle of a pier, which is shown
in a short cut scene following the completion of the two games.

Carnival: Orb of Light Objectives
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Collect 100 jelly coins
Kill 5 Seagulls at the side pier
Reach the top of the Choco-Mountain
Beat the high scores of the mini-games
Navigate the lower pier maze
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Lighthouse: Level Breakdown

Figure 19: Lighthouse Level Layout
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Figure 20 Side and Front Perspective
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Lighthouse: Platforming Sections
1. Player Spawn
a. The player will spawn near the front of the lighthouse
2. Cloud platforms
a. Cloud platforms will spiral around the entire structure of the
Lighthouse, creating a path for the player to reach the top
b. Clouds disappear a couple seconds after the player lands on them, and
reappear a couple seconds after that.
3. Top of Lighthouse
a. Once top is reached, the final cut scene will play, followed by the
credits.
Light House: Player Walkthrough
The player starts in front of the lighthouse, looking up to the top that they must
reach. The door is locked so the player will need to scale the Lighthouse from the
outside. This is the highest point of the island, and clouds are present around the
sides of the lighthouse. The player only has a few seconds on each cloud before it
disappears. The cloud reappears a few seconds after disappearing. The player must
skillfully navigate to the top using all the platforming skills they learned throughout
the game, before the clouds disappear. Once the player reaches the top of the
lighthouse, the final game cut scene showing the player’s rescue will play and the
game will end.
Lighthouse: Orbs of Light Objectives
A. None (Climactic Level)
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